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About Us


About Us
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At Tilden Dental Group, our Streeterville dental practice provides welcoming and professional care for patients throughout Old Town, River North, and greater Downtown Chicago. We have a passionate team that aims at helping others achieve better dental health, smiles, and wellness! You can visit Dr. Jordan and Zachary Tilden at their dental office to know what they can do to help you smile confidently!
Our father-and-son dental team, Dr. Jordan and Zachary Tilden, offer cosmetic and restorative dentistry to help patients achieve their best smiles with a commitment to ensuring natural, lasting results. We treat every patient who visits our practice as our extended family! Our mission is to make your wishes a reality by providing the highest standard of dental care in a state-of-the-art facility with a welcoming, informative, and relaxing atmosphere. If you are looking for a dentist near you in Downtown Chicago, contact us. You can also find our practice online and through the Facebook link present at the bottom of the page.
Contact Us Schedule An Appointment





Meet the Doctors
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Dr. Jordan Tilden
General & Cosmetic Dentist
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Dr. Zachary Tilden
General & Cosmetic Dentist




Read More



Our Mission

To make your wishes a reality by providing the highest standard of dental care in a state-of-the-art facility with a welcoming, informative, and relaxing atmosphere.



Main Services
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Invisalign® Clear Aligners
We are focused on addressing our patients’ aesthetic needs. We provide an array or cosmetic dental treatments and materials to treat discolored, damaged, decayed, and missing teeth. From tooth-colored fillings to dental implant restorations, treatment is individualized to your smile goals.
Read More
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Dental Implants
Dental implants are the ideal restoration for patients who are missing one or more teeth. At Tilden Dental Group, Dr. Jordan and Zachary Tilden work with a network of specialists to provide dental implants in the Streeterville neighborhood and the surrounding communities of Chicago.
Read More
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Veneers
Veneers are very thin pieces of durable, tooth shaped porcelain that are custom made (for shape and color) by a professional dental laboratory. They are bonded onto the front of teeth to create a beautiful and attractive smile. Veneers can completely reshape your teeth and smile. They can often be alternatives to crowns and the ideal solution in treating many dental conditions.
Read More
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Sleep Apnea Treatment
Untreated sleep apnea can lead to significant long-term health issues and should be addressed as soon as possible to ensure patients achieve restful, healthy sleep. At Tilden Dental Group, Dr. Jordan and Zachary Tilden work with primary care physicians throughout downtown Chicago to provide patients with effective solutions for sleep apnea in Streeterville.
Read More
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Bridges
Patients with multiple teeth missing can enjoy health and aesthetic benefits with a fixed dental bridge. At Tilden Dental Group, we recommend this non-removable appliance to our patients as a sturdy and long-lasting teeth replacement option.
Read More
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Full Mouth Reconstruction
At Tilden Dental Group, we provide smile changing, full mouth reconstruction treatments in the downtown Chicago neighborhood, Streeterville. For patients who are looking to revitalize their entire smile, we create a comprehensive treatment plan to meet their goals by utilizing the innovative techniques of implants, cosmetic, and restorative dentistry. Dr. Jordan and Zach Tilden are devoted to delivering beautiful smiles using only state-of-the-art materials.
Read More
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Cosmetic Services
At Tilden Dental Group, Dr. Jordan Tilden and Dr. Zachary Tilden provide cosmetic dental services in Streeterville. Patients looking to enhance the aesthetics of their smiles find our array of services meet their specific needs. We are dedicated to delivering beautiful smiles using only the most state-of-the-art materials and treatments. Ready for a smile makeover? Contact us today for your next appointment.
Read More
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Teeth Whitening
One of the first steps many people choose to enhance their smiles is with professional teeth whitening. Brightening teeth to their optimal shade gives you a radiant smile, and it is also an excellent preliminary treatment to other cosmetic procedures.
Read More
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New patient visit
(Cleaning, Exam, X-rays as needed) As a new patient, you will first see the dentist for a comprehensive exam. During this exam the dentist will discuss your health history, any concerns you may have, and may take your blood pressure to ensure you are in good health.
Read More
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Emergency Treatment
any dental problem that needs immediate treatment to stop bleeding, alleviate severe pain, or save a tooth is considered an emergency. This consideration also applies to severe infections that can be life-threatening. If you have any of these symptoms, you may be experiencing a dental emergency.
Read More
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Teeth Cleaning
(Existing patients) Cleanings safely remove the plaque and bacteria that builds up over time on the teeth and under the gums. If teeth are not cleaned regularly inflammation can occur, and this can lead to gum disease.
Read More
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Cavity Repair
Treatment consists of improved dental hygiene and procedures Treatments include fluoride, fillings and crowns. Severe cases may need a root canal or removal.
Read More
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Second Opinion/Consultation
A second opinion consultation is a one-time, written encounter between a specialist and a patient. Medix' patient centric, multidisciplinary medical service is a dynamic and ongoing process.
Read More




What Our Patients Have To Say
When I moved to Chicago, a colleague referred me to a dental practice in the loop that was just hor…
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Renee W. Nov 2023




I had lost a filling, and without hesitation Tilden Dental saw me on the same day! Dr Zach with ge…
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Loretta W. Aug 2023




I had experienced my filling falling out, and without hesitation Tilden dental got me in on the sam…
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Loretta W. Aug 2023
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(312) 664-6616 Request An Appointment



What Makes Us Different?

When you visit us for consultation, we take the time to listen to your unique goals and then educate you about suitable treatment options. We also keep in check your current oral health status. Once you are ready, we will create a care plan that fits your budget, lifestyle, aesthetic desires, and timetable. We aim at building a lasting relationship with you and help you achieve a bright new smile! Our practice is keenly involved in hosting community service events frequently to promote healthier smiles throughout downtown Chicago!
We offer "minimally invasive dentistry," which is a part of the modern preventative dentistry model. This subject is one of the latest advancements made in dentistry that follows the dental research related to the remineralization  of our teeth. With the help of remineralization, we can help you reverse those small cavities at home, by just using the proper products and oral hygiene techniques! But remineralization is not possible with every case of a cavity, so you need to get a thorough dental checkup to identify which cavities can be reversed versus not.
Dr. Zachary Tilden even wrote and self-published a patient guidebook on the subject of cavity and gum disease prevention... it is called Your Cavity Free Life and can be found on Amazon or at our dental office. Click here to view the book page 


Your Cavity Free Life
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Location
331 E Ontario St, Chicago, IL 60611





Office Hours
MON - THU 7:00 am - 5:00 pm
FRI 7:00 am - 3:00 pm
SAT - SUN Closed




Get in Touch
Email: info@drtilden.com
Phone: (312) 664-6616
Request an Appointment













I understand, accept, and agree that this form should not be used to send private health information as it is not transferred via secure messaging. All warranties and conditions with regard to the privacy and confidentiality of information being sent are disclaimed.Please Check Terms and condition



SUBMITPlease fill all the fields.






Great!
Your contact details have been successfully received.
Done
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Dental Fillings
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Invisalign® Clear Aligners
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Ok! Let's select a doctor
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Jordan Tilden
General & Cosmetic Dentist
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Zachary Tilden
General & Cosmetic Dentist
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OK! Let's Schedule An Appointment Now
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Select a DayMon
Tue
Wed
Thu
Fri
Sat
Sun

Please Select Day
Select a TimeMorning
Afternoon
Evening

Please Select Time	New Patient?
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Please fill all the fields.


Request An AppointmentPlease fill all the fields.











Warning
Sorry!!! Currently unable to service your request.Please try for a different service or locationOK




Great!

Done






